Lesson 3f.
"A Medley of Classics"

There are three mystery songs on this page. At first, practice each one individually but eventually, the whole "medley" should be played as one long piece of music. (medley=a collection of songs strung together to make a larger piece of music)

New note: "A" = 5th fret first string. (stretch baby finger for this note)

There is a good chance that you will know all three songs even if you might not necessarily know the actual titles of the tunes. Common folk songs or even classical compositions often go by a variety of different names. Such is the case in the first and the third song on this page. I only know the second song by one name. The name of the song is not as important as being able to play it well.

Are you doing a good review every day?
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____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Date: ____________________